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Chaon sums up the entire story: "The structure of ['Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde'] follows a path as
indirect and elusive as its multiple narrative voices. With its obliquely recorded incidents, its
eyewitness accounts and sealed confessions, it resembles...a [police detective's] casebook--a
collection of gathered clues, fragments, through which the clever detective may be able
to...project a complete narrative. Perhaps one of the most compelling aspects of this novel [of ten
chapters] is that, in fact, there's so much left here for [the reader] to fill in, so many scenes that
[the reader] can only imagine. Such a structure creates fertile ground for allegory [a story with
symbolic meaning] hunters, and there are indeed many convincing interpretations of this
novel...The puzzle-like structure of the novel [which only has eight major male characters]
creates a kind of Rorechach test, open to various interpretations." (A Rorechach test is where a
person interprets inkblot designs.) 

The inspiration of this short novel is said to have come from a dream (or, perhaps more
accurately, a nightmare) Stevenson had. His actual writing is amazing and skillful in all chapters.
The writing especially of the last two chapters, chapters nine and ten, stood out for me. Here, for
example, is his actual description of what happened when somebody observed someone using Dr.
Jekyll's concoction: "He put the glass to his lips and drank at one gulp. A cry followed; he reeled,
staggered, clutched at the table and held on, staring with injected eyes, gasping with open mouth;
as I looked there came, I thought, a change--he seemed to swell--his face became suddenly black
and the features seemed to melt and alter--and the next moment, I had sprung to my feet and
leaped back against the wall, my arm raised to shield me...[and] my mind submerged in terror."
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